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Absorption spectrum of recently discovered single-walled 4 Å carbon nanotubes is measured. The semiempirical PM3 localized-density-matrix method is employed to evaluate the absorption spectra of three possible 4 Å single-walled carbon nanotubes, (3,3), (4,2), and (5,0). Both experimental and calculated results reveal that these nanotubes have finite optical gaps and strong anisotropic optical responses. When the electric field is perpendicular to the nanotubes, they are transparent to visible lights; and this is confirmed and explained by the calculations. Compared to the measured absorption spectrum, calculated absorption spectra are used to determine the chirality of the nanotubes synthesized in the channels of porous zeolites. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.

Since the initial finding by Iijima in 1991,1 and the subsequent report of the synthesis of large quantities of carbon nanobubes (CNTs) by Ebbesen and Ajayan in 1992,2 CNTs have become the major subject of numerous experimental3,4 and theoretical investigation.5 Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs), in particular, have been studied extensively.6,8 Electronic and optical properties of the SWNTs have been measured.9,10 For instance, absorption peaks have been observed between 0.5 and 1.2 eV for SWNTs with diameters ranging from 8 to 15 Å.6,8 There are quite a few theoretical calculations on the band structures of the SWNTs.9,10,11 We have reported the calculated absorption spectra of a series of SWNTs.12 The semiempirical PM3 localized-density-matrix method (LDM-PM3) method13 was used in the calculations. As early as in 1992, Sawada and Hamada14 predicted that the existence of extremely thin CNTs. Recently, both multi-walled and single-walled CNTs with 4 Å diameter have been synthesized by the cathodic deposition of arc-discharged graphite rods in a hydrogen atmosphere15 and by pyrolysis of tripropylamine molecules in channels of porous zeolite AlPO₄–5 (AFI) single crystals,16 respectively. The 4 Å CNTs are the smallest CNTs so far. Unlike other SWNTs that have a distribution of sizes,4,6–8 single-walled 4 Å CNTs synthesized in channels of porous AFI crystal have a unique diameter.16 This provides a rare opportunity for us to examine the physical properties of SWNTs of the same size. Single-walled 4 Å CNTs have three possible structures: chiral (4,2), zigzag (5,0), and armchair (3,3) tubes.15,16 It has been argued that 4 Å CNTs should be either (3,3) or (5,0) because they can be capped by half C₂₀.15,16 In this letter, we report our measurement of the absorption spectra of 4 Å SWNTs and present calculated absorption spectra of (4,2), (3,3), and (5,0) SWNTs using the LDM-PM3 method,13 which has been employed extensively to calculate the optical properties of conjugated organic systems.12,13 Comparing measured and calculated absorption spectra, we examine the possible structures or chiralities of 4 Å SWNTs synthesized in the channels of porous AFI single crystal.16

In our calculations ideal structures are employed, i.e., the SWNTs are constructed by rolling graphite segments along the tube axis with the C–C bond length set to 1.42 Å.12 Two ends of each SWNT are terminated with hydrogen atoms. Hartree–Fock self-consistent field (SCF) calculation does not converge for neutral (5,0) SWNTs because its electrons cannot fill closed-shell structures.17 Four extra electrons are added to ensure converging of the SCF calculation. It is found that the extra electrons have little effect on the optical absorption spectra of (5,0) SWNTs, or in other words, that their absorption spectra vary little when the number of carbon atoms reaches 200 or more. The calculated absorption spectra of the three 4 Å SWNTs are shown in Fig. 1. They are (4,2) C₃₃₂H₁₂, (3,3) C₄₂₀H₁₂, and (5,0) C₃₀₀H₁₀, and their tube lengths are 66.0, 84.9, and 68.0 Å, respectively. The cutoff length of 29.0 Å is used in the calculation. All solid lines are the absorption spectra corresponding to electric field E aligned along the tube axis while the dashed lines correspond to E perpendicular to the tube. For ω<4.0 eV, three major peaks at 1.16, 1.66, and 2.60 eV are found for (5,0) C₃₈₀H₁₀, two peaks at 1.60 and 2.90 eV for (4,2) C₃₃₂H₁₂, and only one at 1.0 eV for (3,3) C₄₂₀H₁₂. In the case where the external field is polarized along the tube axis, the optical spectra of the three tubes depend very much on the tube lengths, and redshift as the tube lengths increase. The spectral profiles change little after the number of carbon atoms N reaches 200 or more. The optical gaps versus 1/N are plotted in the insets for the three SWNTs. The optical gaps redshift as N increases, and depend linearly on 1/N for the three types of SWNTs, which were similarly observed for larger diameter SWNTs in Ref. 12. Extrapolating N→∞, we find that the optical gaps for (4,2), (3,3), and (5,0) are 1.50, 0.61, and 0.90 eV, respectively. The existence of finite calculated optical gaps has been reported for larger SWNTs such as (5,5), (9,0), and (7,3),12 and is consistent with the existing experimental results.6–8 Note that the density func-
DFT calculations predict that small diameter SWNTs are metallic due to hybridization of \( p \) and \( s \) atomic orbitals. We emphasize that the calculated absorption spectra of \( 4,2 \), \( 3,3 \), and \( 5,0 \) SWNTs are quite different although their diameters are almost identical. The small diameter brings more carbon atoms on the tubes close so that their relative positions and orientations affect very much the electronic structures. This is in contrast to our finding in the Ref. 12 that the absorption spectra of larger SWNTs are determined mainly by their diameters and are insensitive to their chiralities. Since the absorption spectra of the three 4 Å SWNTs are rather different, the measured absorption spectrum of the 4 Å SWNT may be used to determine its structure.

We have measured the absorption spectrum of the 4 Å SWNT. As described in Ref. 16, the 4 Å SWNTs were prepared by pyrolysis of tripropylamine molecules in channels of porous zeolite AFI single crystal. AFI is a transparent microporous crystal. The nanotube containing zeolite single crystal was polished to as thin as 10 \( \mu \)m. Transmission spectra were measured at room temperature. A tungsten–halogen incandescent lamp was used as a light source. The incident polarized light was focused onto the sample by a reflecting microscope objective. The transmission light was collected by another reflecting objective coupled with an optical fiber and dispersed by a 275 mm single-grating monochromator.

**FIG. 2.** Measured absorption spectra of the single-walled 4 Å CNT. The solid line is the absorption spectrum for \( \mathbf{E} \parallel \text{Tube} \) and the dashed line for \( \mathbf{E} \perp \text{Tube} \).

The absorption spectrum of the 3,3 SWNT has only one major peak below 4.0 eV. When the electric field is parallel to the tube, there are three distinctive absorption peaks below 4 eV for (5,0) SWNTs and two peaks below 4.0 eV for (4,2). Both of them are consistent with the experimental measurement, see Fig. 2. Since the parameters in the PM3 Hamiltonian were not optimized for the time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) method, which is employed in the LDM method, the calculated absorption spectra are not exactly the same as the experimental spectra. Nevertheless, the
calculated and measured absorption spectra agree qualitatively. We calculate the absorption spectrum of the (5,0) SWNT for electric field \( \mathbf{E} \perp \text{Tube} \) and compare it to its experimental result. The calculated absorption spectrum for \( \mathbf{E} \perp \text{Tube} \) is denoted by the dashed line in Fig. 1(c). Clearly, the absorption is very weak in the infrared and visible range, which agrees well with the experimental findings. We observe that the absorption of (4,2) and (3,3) SWNTs is weak as well in the infrared and visible range when \( \mathbf{E} \perp \text{Tube} \). It is clear that the (3,3) SWNT alone cannot account for the measured absorption spectrum (see Fig. 2) and it may explain only the first peak at 1.37 eV in the measured spectrum. The calculated absorption spectra of (4,2) and (5,0) are consistent with the measured spectra. Since it is energetically unfavorable to fit half \( \text{C}_{20} \) caps on (4,2) SWNTs,\(^{16} \) only H-terminated (4,2) SWNTs may exist. The sharp peak at 1.37 eV in the measured absorption spectrum agrees very well with the first peak in the absorption spectrum of (4,2). This seems to suggest that the (4,2) SWNT is the most likely candidate. However, porous AFI crystals were thermally treated at 500 to 600 °C during synthesis,\(^{16} \) it is not clear that H atoms inside the pores survive the thermal treatment. This may be resolved by examining the energetics of H-terminated (4,2) or the binding energies of the terminal H atoms, and further calculation is required. If the 4 Å SWNTs synthesized in the porous AFI crystals are of single chirality, they should be either H-terminated (4,2) or (5,0) SWNTs. Of course, a mixture of three SWNTs (4,2), (3,3), and (5,0) cannot be ruled out.

To summarize, we have measured and calculated the absorption spectrum of single-walled 4 Å carbon nanotubes. Unlike those of the larger diameter CNTs whose absorption spectra are determined by their diameters, the absorption spectra of small diameter SWNTs such as (4,2), (3,3), and (5,0) are sensitive to their chiralities as well as their diameters. This sensitivity may be utilized to determine the chiralities of small CNTs. The 4 Å SWNTs are found transparent in the energy range up to 4 eV if the light is polarized perpendicular to the tube axis, which is confirmed and explained by our LDM-PM3 calculation. The strong anisotropy and finite optical gap are observed experimentally for the 4 Å SWNTs, and both observations agree with previous\(^{12} \) and current calculations. Comparing the measured and calculated absorption spectra, we conclude that 4 Å SWNTs synthesized in porous AFI crystal are either (5,0) CNTs, H-terminated (4,2) CNTs, or a mixture of (5,0), (4,2), and (3,3) CNTs.
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